
How to Attract an Abundant Life

In order to understand abundance, you must understand how your relationship with your energy
corresponds. There is a few things you need to consider when it comes to abundance:

1) Assess your relationship with your mother because how she viewed life, and how she used
her energy would be how you adapted similar beliefs and behaviours.

2) Assess where you put your focus on every single day. It can either pull your energy away
from being in alignment or pull you closer to your desired abundance. Meaning, if you do more
things that stress you out, that will deplete your energy. Such as: complaining, gossiping, being
in your addictions, and not taking accountability for your life.

3) Understanding that you have freewill and that you have full control in pretty much all the
outcomes you desire. Creating abundance is a choice in your life and it's an active choice in
your day-to-day experiences.

What is an active choice?

An active choice is when you literally act on what you think and feel. At times, we can get stuck
in the story, and situations that are leading to fear. We know what we need to do but simply do
not act on it. In order to create the life you desire, you have to make active choices, even if
they have consequences or they don't work out.

What would be some of the thoughts you have on a day-to-day basis? And how would you start
making active choices?

How is fear controlling your life? Create a list of all the fears you have, and notice if these fears
are similar to how your mother responded to her fears and her beliefs. We need to shift our
mindset.

How is the fear controlling your trauma responses? Meaning, do you tend to make impulsive
decisions and blame external factors or are you learning to make active choices. There is a
difference.

Do you check out? And, how often do you check out throughout the day? This is a trauma
response and coping mechanism. This is showing you that you are not in your body and not
navigating your focus to have outcomes occur vs being a byproduct of having things ”happening
to you”.  If you want an abundant life, you need to be in your body, grounded, focused and
completely aware of how you are working with everything that is happening externally. It is a
reflection of your internal reality. Take inventory of your energy. Listen to conversations, pay
attention to the food you are attracting, what you are wearing, how people respond to you, what
is occuring day-to-day because all those experiences, and more experiences, are telling you
what your energy is actually vibrating at.
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Clean your energy (we do not change our mindset with toxic positivity and affirmations). We
need to take complete accountability for everything that we feel and everything that we attract.
Leading an abundant life is not about gratitude, it's about choice.

Visualization can be very important. There are things that you visualize or may write out that you
want to attract in your reality. However, you have to seriously ask yourself why you are lacking
it? What trauma is linked that has taught you that this cannot show up?

A list of things not to do:

1. Fake it until you make it
2. Excessive positivity (toxic positivity)
3. Blame everyone and call them toxic (when you had a role in those relationships and can

be toxic as well)
4. Stick to theory and not take action choices
5. Stay in your stubbornness and resistance
6. Play the victim and have the victim mentality
7. Limited mindset
8. Holding yourself back

Do you put your life on hold because:

1) you are scared of loneliness
2) you are waiting for a soulmate or some person to save you
3) you do not know where to start
4) you are lazy and expect others to do it for you
5) entitlement
6) religious factors
7) you are looking for acceptance and validation from others

What is one thing that you can do today that would be an active choice that you know would
shift other things even if it would upset the people around you?

Did you know that asking for other people's opinions about your life and what you should do or
not do, is holding your back? Can you come up with examples of this in your life?

When you want to live an abundant life, it's not about having a partner in your life that is
supposed to live the exact same abundant life. Everyone's needs are different. What attracts our
experience is the energy we both hold. Sometimes the fear is that if you do take accountability
for your life and choices, that our partner will not do the same. What is more important is that we
have to continue growing.
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The laws of attraction state that they will grow with you or organically grow apart. Being on the
same page with people is different then attracting an abundant life. To lead an abundant life
would mean you lead in your power, you have healthy boundaries, you have a good sense of
self, you work through your traumas, you are grounded and understand that you have choice.

Are you ready to make the choice to have an abundant life?
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